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East Flag and Display, your Professional and Reliable Partner.

After continuous improvement to test the flags and poles, we finally surprise 
you with “The Better Beach Flag System”, the special quality on the market. You 
will get refresh ideas with our fiberglass poles, flag template, workmanship and 
all the bases.

We believe you will cherish the same choice as us: the real products can
support your business. From each detail to all spare parts, you will find the right 
and valuable information you need, and you will trust your choice will be the top 
level in the market with the quality.

East Flag™ registered in June 2018, focus on all kinds of outdoor and indoor 
advertising products for beach flags, advertising flags, pop up Gazebos, EZ tube 
banner displays and SEG frame light box. We have multiple production lines 
with high productivity, which can guarantee quick mass production with 
competitive price at professional high quality. That’s our mutual foundation to 
support us on further development of our business.

We already surprised our customers over 15 countries with beach flag packages 
without any claim but high praise. All double side series have already been 
tested in any size and any format over 3 months, we value your experience 
working with us and looking forward to establishing a long-term cooperation.

Sincerely,

East Flag Team 
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Feather Flag
Feather flag is the most classic beach flag type, it facilitates a striking, 
modern presentation both outdoors as well as indoors. You see them more 
and more often at popular events in the mountains and by the sea, but also 
at company or product presentations and trade shows.

We have 5 different sizes for beach flag drop shape, each size comes with 
single side and double side printing, so there’re totally 10 options, you can 
choose the one that meet your request and favor.

500 CM

400 CM

340 CM

280 CM

220 CM

S M L XL XXL

50x180 cmFlag size:
Height: 220 cm 280 cm 340 cm 400 cm 500 cm

65x240 cm 70x300 cm 75x350 cm 75x450cm

What you see is what you get - Double sided flag

Diameter 
φ25 mm
DiameterD
φφ225 m Thickness

2.0mm
Flexible hook

ONE solid rods system 

only for Feather flag
solilid rods system 

y foor Feather flag

Flagpoles

1. Material — All fiberglass

2. Stable quality — 2 years wattanty

3. Super strong — φ25 mm, 2 mm thichness

4. Solid rod — only one burl 

Best quality flag poles – 100% fiber 
glass rods

Brings the most stable quality and 
nice appearance

Size and template
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Teardrop flag
Teardrop flag is a highly visible solution for indoor and outdoor 
applications. It is quick and easy to erect. They are sure to draw attention in 
any setting, in the mountains and by the sea, even a trade show or at 
company for product presentations.

Beachflag Beachflag

430 CM

360 CM

320 CM

280CM

240 CM

S M L XL XXL

75x200 cmFlag size:

Height: 240 cm 280 cm 320 cm 360 cm 430 cm

90x230 cm 97x255 cm 115x300 cm 125x360 cm

What you see is what you get - Double sided flag

Thickness
2.0 mm

Diameter 
φ25 mm

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrmeter ereererreeerreerrrrrrrrrrDiameDi
φ m5 mm25

Flexible hook

TWO solid rods system 

only for Teardrop flag

Flagpoles

1. Material — All fiberglass

2. Stable quality — 2 years wattanty

3. Super strong — φ25 mm, 2 mm thichness

4. Solid rod — two burls 

Best quality flag poles – 100% fiber 
glass rods

Brings the most stable quality and 
nice appearance

We have 5 different sizes for teardrop flag,  each size comes with single side 
and double side printing, so there’re totally 10 options, you can choose the 
one that meet your request and favor.

Size and template
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Rectangle flag 
Rectangle flag is commonly used for festivals, performances, athletic 
competitions and other popular events. This model is perfect for flags 
with a rectangle shape. It is a versatile promotion system which, owing 
to changeable bases, can be presented outdoors as well as indoors.

440 CM

330 CM

280CM

220 CM

S M L XL

78x180 cmFlag size:

Height: 220 cm 280 cm 330 cm 440 cm

78x230 cm 78x280 cm 78x380 cm

We have 4 different sizes for rectangle flag, each size comes with single 
side and double side printing, so there’re totally 8 options, you can 
choose the one that meet your request and favor.

Size and template

What you see is what you get - Double sided flag

Flagpoles

1. Material — All fiberglass

2. Stable quality — 2 years wattanty

3. Super strong — φ25 mm, 2 mm thichness

4. Solid rod — Epoxy air burl 

Best quality flag poles – 100% fiber 
glass rods

Brings the most stable quality and 
nice appearance

Diameter 
φ25 mm

eter ametDia
φ mmm25 m

Thickness
2.0mm

Flexible hook

Epoxy air rods system 

only for Rectangle flag
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Fiberglass Poles What you see is what you get - Double sided beachflag expert

600 D Oxford hemstitch
Thickness
2.0 mm

Diameter 
φ25 mm Flexible hook

ONE solid rods system 
only for Feather flag

TWO solid rods system 
only for Teardrop flag

Epoxy air rod 
only for Rectangle flag 

How we are different

Double-Side Beach Flags Expert, BETTER Quality for Your Wise Choice.

φ25 mm,2 mm thickness Fiberglass Poles, Save you for 2 years Quality Warranty.

Stronger polyester FLAG with Double Layers printed with extra block Sewing.

Our advantages :

1.Standard format, Equal proportion series design on top to keep better appreance.

2.Stronger flag material with high penetration keep smoothly standing on pole.

3.Exquisite printing and sewing contribute the whole view.

4.Upright and stronger pole far superior to high level flag pole in market.

5.Strong base to hold large size flagpole and flag.

1. Double layered 

2.118 cm long

3. Pack the poles , flags , and bases at 

separate pocket

4. can be customized

Oxford Carry bag
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Bases
Metal plate with a black/grey surface coating is stable for indoor or outdoor 
base solution. It adds surface area to the ground and does not allow the 
stake to move or be pulled out.

Cross base is ideal for exhibitions and indoor use. It has advantages to be 
set up with your beach flag quickly and easily. It can also fold flat so that you 
can transport convenient.A water bag is recommended to equip with 
together, when it used  in outdoors, for the purpose of adding stability.

EF - MP01

300 x 300 x 5 mm, 4.0 kgs
Single axis
Black/Grey coated
Indoor 

Metal Plate   Metal Plate   

400 x 400 x 5 mm, 6 kgs
Axis with bearing
Black/Grey coated
Indoor and outdoor 

EF - MP02

500 x 500 x 5 mm, 10.0 kgs
Enhanced axis with bearing
Black/Grey coated
Indoor and outdoor 

Metal Plate   EF - MP03

Rubber feet optional

500 x 500 x 8 mm, 15.0 kgs
Enhanced axis with bearing

Outdoor

Metal Plate   EF - MP04

500 x 500 x 50 mm, 10.0 kgs
580 x 580 x 80 mm, 15.0 kgs
Enhanced axis with bearing
Super anti-Rust
Outdoor

Rubber Plate   EF - RP01/02 Wall mounting base   EF - WMB01

100 x 100 mm, 0.7 kgs
45,90,180 degree
Axis with bearing
Rubber feet optional
Outdoor

Water Bag   
EF - WB01

Dia 59 cm, 15 L capacity
PVC material
For adding stability

76 x 76cm, 2.65 kgs
96 x 96 cm, 2.95 kgs
116 x 116 cm, 3.5 kgs
Axis with bearing
Indoor and outdoor 

4 leg Cross Base  
EF - CB03

78 x 68 cm, 1.2 kgs
Black coated
Indoor and outdoor

Clasic Cross Base  
EF - CB01

82 x 72 cm, 4.0 kgs
72 x 62 cm, 2.8 kgs
Axis with bearing
Indoor and outdoor

Flat Cross Base   
EF - CB02

Bases



Water base with a trendy appearance is based for indoor/outdoor use. It is 
made of hard plastic. Once this base is filled with water, it will allow you to 
anchor the base to the hard surface.

Dia 42 cm, 15L capacity
Rotatable axis
ABS material

Round Water Base  EF - WB1

Dia 48 cm, 22L capacity
Rotatable axis
ABS material

Square Water Base  EF - WB2
60 cm long, 15 mm dia, 1.1 kgs
Axis with bearing

Metal Spike   
EF - MS02

60 cm long, 12 mm dia, 1.0 kgs
Axis with bearing

Metal Spike   
EF - MS01

60 cm, 12 mm dia, 1.2 kgs
Axis with bearing

Metal Spike   
EF - MS03

50 cm, 1.5 kgs
Rotatable axis
Black coated

Metal Ground Screw  
EF - MGS01

60 cm, 0.95 kgs
Axis with bearing
Zinc coated

Metral Ground Screw   
EF - MGS02
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Bases Bases
Ground Spike - with double bearing and always turns with the wind, grounds 
spikes are the most popular accessory for your beach flag.

Ground screw - they are engineered designed to be free rotating, not rip in 
the wind and allow the flag to sway in the breeze.  

Dia 40 cm, 15L capacity
Rotatable axis
ABS material

Printable Water Base EF - WB3  

50 x 38 cm, 2.0 kgs
Axis with bearing
outdoor 

Car feet  EF - CF01 

Plastic Ground Screw   
EF - PGS01

60 cm, 0.9 kgs
Rotatable axis
ABS material


